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Research
an d in n ovat io n
in ceramics
Work at the Institute of Research for Ceramics
– IRCER – is devoted to the transformations of matter involved
in processing of bulk ceramics and processing used in
surface treatment. The laboratory activities are situating at
the intersection of materials science – mostly ceramics –
and process engineering.

The SPCTS changes into the IRCER
In 2015, a strategic planning resulted in structuring of University
research activities on ceramics into a single research laboratory
called the “Institute of Research for Ceramics” –IRCER. The ambition
of the IRCER is to re-inforce its international leadership in the
ceramic sector. The aim is also to perform to an even higher level by
exploiting synergy and collaboration between all of the regional actors
concerned by research on ceramics and associated processing.
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Implanted in the New Aquitaine region at Limoges,
the birthplace of the ceramic industry in France, the IRCER
makes the link between tradition and modernity with its
pursuit of innovation in the development of highly technical
ceramics which answer the new challenges of industry and
society (energy, information and communication technologies,
health, ecomaterials…). The IRCER houses in a single building
of 8500 m2, called the “Centre Européen de la Céramique”,
all 200 members of the laboratory as well as the scientific
equipment.

Internationally recognized, the institute brings
together teams of CNRS scientists, academics of the
University of Limoges specialized in chemistry, physics
and mechanics of ceramic based materials, physics of
plasma processing as well as engineers, technicians and
administrative staff. The latter provide essential support
services to the laboratory activities and in particular running
of the characterization center CARMALIM (CARactérisation
des MAtériaux de LIMoges). The quality, versatility and
complementary nature of the state of the art equipment
makes the center unique in Europe.
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From the atom ic
scale to proc e s s i ng
The IRCER is structured on its strengths related to ceramic
materials and their processing which have made its
reputation. An interdisciplinary approach between materials
science and process engineering based on both basic and
applied research is adopted to understand, characterize,
master and model the different processes which are
employed to make a ceramic object or coating with tailored
properties for a specific application. As well as the ability of
the IRCER to innovate, transfer of the scientific results for
exploitation by the socio-economic world is also part of the
know-how of the IRCER.

The interdisciplinary approach brings together,
in 4 complementary research divisions, teams of CNRS
scientists and University academics originating from different
scientific backgrounds (chemistry, physics, mechanical
engineering…)
The development of modern innovative ceramics
means having to control the arrangement of entities
at the atomic scale right up to the scale of the macroscopic
object in order to generate new or improved properties.
This is the case for both crystalline and non-crystalline
solids. Characterization of the material organization at
different scales requires analytical tools with very high
resolution. In most cases we use these tools in combination
with numerical simulation and synthesis of model (nano)
materials in order to establish the relations between
structure, microstructure and properties.

The logical combination “material + processing
=> products” implies, for structural ceramics just as
well as for functional ceramics, numerous collaborations
with industrial actors concerned by the production of parts
or components. Other collaborations involve developers
of technologies using these materials (energy, information
and communication technologies, health, mechanical
engineering, transport, transformation of raw materials).
A broad range of equipment is available to make and
characterize the materials at different scales in order to study
the chemistry and physical properties relevant to the specific
application in view. This is a key point in the strategy of the
basic research themes of the IRCER. Other projects involving
national and international partnerships, stimulated by the
perspectives of industrial exploitation, also benefit by this
highly performant and dedicated technical support.

The development of innovative processing,
a priority aim of the IRCER, requires understanding of the
basic mechanisms involved in forming bulk ceramics or
coatings as well as their consolidation. Thus improved
properties for specific applications can be achieved.
The panoply of processing methods under study is very wide
and all of them are potential candidates for hybrid processing
routes: physical deposition by plasma or laser, sol-gel
synthesis route, digital printing in 2D/3D, non conventional
sintering methods…
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In n ova t i ve
a p p l i ca t i o n s
The IRCER makes and tailors the properties of ceramic-based
objects and coatings for innovative applications in many sectors
where advanced technology is strategic.

For information and communication
technologies
➝ Component miniaturization: deposit of thin films by laser
ablation, PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) or PECVD
(Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition) for
components and micro-electromechanical systems
➝ Design and development of processing methods
for nanocomposite functional materials
➝ New component architectures: fabrication by additive
manufacturing (stereography, ink jet printing, 3D microextrusion …) of microwave dielectric components, 3D
electronic circuit chips and multifunctional sensors
➝ New telluride based glass materials presenting 2nd
and 3rd order optical nonlinearity
➝ Fabrication of optical fibers and/or waveguides
from these telluride based materials
➝ Transparent polycrystalline ceramic materials with large
dimensions for light amplification in high power lasers
➝ New lead free piezoelectric / ferroelectric compositions
For ecomaterials
➝ Conception of non-toxic ceramic materials
(respecting the REACH standard)
➝ Substitution of petrochemical additives
by bio-sourced additives
➝ Starting from ceramics, development of new sustainable
materials which can be recycled including exploitation
of waste materials.
➝ Development of water based fabrication processing
without firing in order to minimize environmental impact
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For the environment and energy
➝ High temperature materials in aggressive environments
(e.g. new generations of nuclear reactors, combustion
chambers in aircraft engines or rockets, steam methane
reforming)
➝ New generations of thermal barriers (e.g. turbine blades
in aircraft engines)
➝ Multi-material coatings for wear applications
➝ Catalytic systems for the production of synthetic gas
or hydrogen from natural gas (Air Liquide joint laboratory)
➝ New electrolyte materials for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC
at 700°C). Fabrication of battery cores and EHT units
(high temperature electrolysis)
➝ New materials for energy harvesting (e.g. photovoltaic
effect) and storing energy (e.g. battery / supercapacitor
hybrid systems)
For health
➝ Synthesis of different calcium phosphates. Adapted
surfaces for grafting
➝ Functionalization of bioceramics by active molecules
to stimulate bone regeneration processes (peptide
grafting) and / or therapeutic treatments (inclusion and
liberation of antibiotics, antiviral drugs, anticancer drugs)
➝ Preparation of implants with specific microstructure and
architecture for applications in bone tissue engineering
➝ Bio-sensors for diagnostics and treatment of early stage
cancers
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An o p e n
l a b ora to r y
The quality and diversity of the IRCER
research activities reach out to a varied
public. The aspect of technological innovation
leads to close collaboration with industry
(large companies, SMEs, start-ups). Its
programmes draw doctoral students and
scientists from the entire world. The relevance
of the research places the IRCER in the heart
of an international network which gives the
opportunities to embark on major scientific
projects.

Teaching programmes at the IRCER
In the context of the harmonized Bachelor – Master – Doctor
cursus of European University education, the IRCER’s mission is
to contribute to the training of students for research in ceramics
by participating in the different teaching programmes of the
University of Limoges.

Interactions with industry
The research work of the IRCER often opens up interesting
perspectives for the industrial world. The institute develops
close and fruitful collaborations with both multinational
companies as well as start-ups where ceramics are the
driving force for innovation.

B.Sc. level
Teaching programmes (ceralim) of the Science and Technological
Faculty (FST) and the University Institute of Technology (IUT)
University Institute of Technology (IUT)
B.Sc. 3 (Materials Science option of the B.Sc. in Chemistry)

➝ Joint laboratory with Air Liquide
The laboratory of Inorganic Materials for Gas Processing
(LMIPG), has been set up to develop ceramic materials
and systems for the production of synthetic gases
(H2 + CO), especially hydrogen.
➝ Joint laboratory with CILAS
The laboratory of Transparent Ceramics for Lasers 		
(LCTL) develops processing methods for the fabrication
of transparent ceramics with adapted shape and 		
architecture for different optical applications.
➝ Support laboratory for the CEA le Ripault
The research activities are aimed at the development
of surface treatment and coating methods based on
plasma spraying in order to condition materials for 		
extreme environments.
➝ Start-ups created from the laboratory research activities
- 3D CERAM (stereolithography of complex ceramic parts)
- CERADROP (ink jet printing of ceramics)
➝ Assistance to Start-ups for their setting up in Limoges
- Glass Surface Technology
- FERLIM
➝ Tremplin Carnot
Materials and equipment for sustainable construction
(MECD)

M.Sc. level
FST: Master’s degree in Physics and Chemistry of High
Performance Materials
Engineering School ENSIL-ENSCI: Engineering diplomas in
Industrial Ceramics Materials and Processing
Ph.D. level
Doctoral School in Science and Engineering in Materials,
Mechanics and Energy
Doctoral College for the Limoges campus
European Programme ERASMUS+
EUCERMAT – internationalization of teaching programmes
Further Education
Centre d’Actualisation Scientifique et Technique (CAST) – ENSILENSCI offers short courses in ceramics
Training Directorate of the University of Limoges
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International Collaboration
Recognized as a major laboratory devoted to ceramic
research on the international scene, the IRCER participates
in many international projects and networks such as:
- European programme of strategic partnerships within
ERASMUS+ - EUCERMAT (European Ceramic Materials)
as coordinator
- European programme H2020, Marie-Skłodowska-Curie
action, Research and Innovation Staff Exchange (RISE) –
AMITIE (Additive Manufacturing Initiative for Transnational
Innovation in Europe) as coordinator
- European programme H2020, Marie-Sklodowska-Curie
action, Innovative Training Network (ITN) - ATHOR 		
(Advanced Thermomechanical multiscale modeling of
Refractory Lining) as coordinator
- Network of European academic actors in additive 		
manufacturing of ceramics – Europe Makes ceramics
(co-founder)
- Worldwide network for refractories FIRE (founding member)
- Long term collaboration with the Nagoya Institute
of Technology (NITECH – Japan)
Technology Transfer
The institute is a privileged scientific partner of two technology
research centers implanted in Limoges:
- Center for ceramic technology transfer (CTTC)
- Center for engineering in advanced treatments and coatings
of surfaces (CITRA)
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A scientific
environment
The IRCER is a major actor in research on ceramics.
The expertise, the activities and ability to innovate have
been recognized for many years by the national research
organizations, the industrial ceramics sector, scientists
and Ph.D. students.

Scientists and Personnel with different
backgrounds
The originality of the IRCER lies in the multidisciplinary
and cross-sectorial approaches, which naturally can be found
in the teams with different origins.
From several components of the University of Limoges:
- Science and Technical Faculty
- The engineering school ENSIL- ENSCI
- Faculty of Pharmacy
- University Institute of Technology of the Limousin (IUT)
- College of teaching and education (ESPE)
From the « Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique »
(CNRS) / National Research Council:
- National institute of chemistry
- National institute of science of engineering and systems

PARTNER of LABEX Σ-LIM
The IRCER is associated with XLIM UMR 7252, another
CNRS labelled institute, in the development of specific
innovative materials for integrated secure and intelligent
communication systems in the framework of the joint
laboratory LABEX Σ-LIM. The activities are focused on three
major themes: information and communications technology,
health and energy. This LABEX (laboratory of Excellence) is
based on an increase of exchanges with other laboratories,
industrial companies, research organizations and technical
centers… The policy has proved to be very efficient for the
exploitation of scientific results and promotes mobility of
CNRS scientists, University academics and Ph.D. students.
An indispensable actor of the ceramics sector
The IRCER is one of the principal actors of the European
Pole of Ceramics (PEC), an agency of business competitivity
whose mission is to make the ceramics sector dynamic.
The institute also contributes to the business competitivity
agency Alpha-RLH (Road of Lasers and Microwaves) and is
involved in the research federation FR 3469 “Matériaux Val de
Loire – Limousin” (MATV2L).
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I RCER
in num bers
Personnel
198 people, including 108 permanent staff
65 Professors and Associate Professors
14 CNRS scientists
90 Ph.D. students, post-doctoral fellows, contract engineers
29 engineers, technicians and administrative support staff
Facilities
8500 m2 of building next to Limoges

Som e Major
Scientif ic Results

Ceramics
in 4 Research axes

Additive manufacturing of ceramics
as one of the pioneers of this technology for over 20 years,
the laboratory is a world leader in the domain.
Plasma processing method
involving a self sustaining pulsed arc yielding pulsed liquid spray.
The synchronization of injection of an ink jet type with the plasma
oscillations is a significant advance for controlling plasma /
material transfer.

The institute is structured into 4 key thematic axes.
This structure is enriched through transverse actions
which derive benefit of the pluridisciplinary skills
of the human ressources.

Determination of an explicit and exact expression
of the total atomic pair distribution function (PDF) obtained
by X-ray scattering as a function of partial PDFs.
Pre-ceramic non oxide precursors
development of new synthetic organo-metallic polymer precursors
containing group IV metal cations.
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AXIS

1

AXIS

1

Integrated approach
from powders
to components

Ceramic
processes

Experimental aspects
Materials
and processes

Develop innovative processes suited for the fabrication of ceramic objects
with controlled architectures and nano-micro-structures.

Architectures/microstructures
controlled at all scales
Industrial valorization 1 ≤ TRL ≤ 4

Optimize the assembly of structuring elements (i.e. elementary grains,
aggregates, agglomerates, granules, etc.) through a perfect control of the
different processing steps. Strategy of assembly similar to a « Lego® »
construction.
Application fields: energy, environment, building, transportation, information
and communication technologies, health, etc.
3 thematic groups whose activities are directly linked to the processing steps.
The complementary groups result in a highly integrated and multidisciplinary
approach of the problematic of the shaping of ceramics. The groups share a
similar scientific approach, which aims at limiting the empirism while coupling
model materials, numerical simulations and characterization tools at scales
that are representative of the structuring elements of the assembly (i.e. local
scale).

1_ Extruded honeycomb structures
2_ Pickering emulsions
3_ Biosourced additives
4_ Tape casting
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Numerical aspects
Modeling
and simulations

Multiscale physico-chemical
characterization methods

Multiscale and multiphysics
numerical simulations

Ceramic
powders

Shaping
processes

Consolidation
mechanisms

Synthesis, functionalization,
formulation and structuration

standard and numerical
processes bottom up
and top -down approaches

local thermal and physical
phenomena occurring before
the sintering step

----Powder synthesis
(model systems)
----Structuration
of suspensions
----Rheological studies
----Biosourced
materials

----Formulation
of feedstocks
----Development,
optimization
and hybridization
of processes
----2D/3D additive
manufacturing
----Microfluidic tools

----Study of drying
and debinding
----Relationship between
microstructures, mechanical
and thermal properties
----Numerical approaches
to understand and master
the consolidation
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AXIS

2

from Pl asma …

AXIS

Plasma diagnostics
Simulation / modeling
Films, coatings
and surface treatments
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Development and Optimization
of Plasma and Laser Processes

PLASMA
AND LASER
PROCESSES

Coatings and Surfaces
with specific properties
Laser ablation, RF and magnetron sputtering
PECVD, expanded microwave plasma
Thermal spraying: arc, flame, cold spray
Hybrid and innovative processing

Development of plasma and laser processing including fundamental
and applied approaches at the interface of plasma and condensed matter
physics with fabrication of functional objects.

...

Research approach aiming at:
- the understanding of the elementary processes in plasmas using physical
and numerical modeling and plasma diagnostics right to the fabrication
of films and coatings and their characterization,
- the definition of the growth mechanisms for better knowledge and control
of the deposited materials,
- the introduction of innovative materials in functional devices, systems
and objects for improved performances.
Multidisciplinary expertise through 3 themes:
- Plasma processes and sources,
- Engineering of ceramic/metal junctions and coatings by thermal spraying
- Thin films and nanostructures.

PLASMA
PROCESSES
AND SOURCES
----Simulation / Modeling
of physical mechanisms
----Physical diagnostics and
chemical characterizations
of plasmas

1_ Pulsed arc plasma jet with
synchronised injection of liquid
2_ Impact of sprayed alumina droplet
(1μm) on stainless steel
3_ RF and magnetron sputtering
4_ Alumino-silicate sprayed coatings
on concrete (KERAVIVA ®)
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----Precursors-plasma-material
interactions
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ENGINEERING
OF CERAMIC/METAL
JUNCTIONS
AND COATINGS BY
THERMAL SPRAYING

THIN FILMS AND
NANOSTRUCTURES

----APS (micrometric powders),
SPS (suspension) and SPPS
(solution precursor) Plasma
Spray technologies

----Generation of nanoparticles
in gas phase

----Chemical bonding
and interfaces
of ceramic/metal structures
----Coatings for thermal barriers,
tribological application,
electrical insulation …

----Advanced microand nano- structures

----Smart materials
for electronics and optics
----Microsystem
fabrication process
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AXIS

3

AXIS

Atomic and
nanoscale
characterizations
and simulations

3

Multiscale
structural
organization
of materials

StructurE
Properties
Development
of new
synthesis routes

Structural and
microstructural
characterizations

Improve existing properties or discover new properties following
a global approach encompassing synthesis, structure determination
and characterization of the physical and chemical properties.
Synthesize new compounds and develop new micro- and nano-structures
by different synthesis routes (including the sol-gel method and the solid state
synthesis).
Determine / characterize these structures and nanostructures by coupling
experimental techniques and simulation methods. Use of advanced laboratory
equipment (transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD)
on powders, single crystals and epitaxial layers, X-ray scattering, Raman
spectroscopy and imaging…) as well as large-scale international facilities
(including ESRF and SOLEIL synchrotron, LLB and ILL).
Measure and calculate the physical and chemical properties (with a special
interest for non-linear optics, piezo- and ferro-electricity and ionic conductivity)
in order to understand their origin and how they are coupled with structure,
microstructure and material properties.

1_ Non-linear optics characterization
set-up
2_ Synthesis of geomaterials
3_ High-resolution X-ray diffractometer
4_ Synthesis of metal-oxide
nanoparticles
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Structure
and properties
of complex
oxide materials

Materials
with controlled
micro- and nanostructures

----Te-based materials
for non-linear optics
----Metal oxide
nanoparticles
----Apatite-type materials
for fuel cell technologies
----Reaction formation
of carbide and oxycarbide
materials

----Lead-free perovskite-type
piezo/ferroelectric materials
----Ceramics, glasses
and glass-ceramics
for information
and communication
technologies
----Rare-earth oxides
and aluminosilicate materials
with controlled porosity
----Nanostructure
and structural defects
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Design textured ceramic materials with original properties answering
to targeted conditions of use.
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Establish and master the links between both, the nano- and/or microstructures
issued from the synthesized material and the sintering, and the final properties
of the materials (mechanical, thermomechanical, resistance to oxidation and
corrosion, optical or biological).
3 thematic groups (“Bioceramics”, “High Performance Materials” and “Thermomechanic of Ceramic Materials”) with activities that are mainly based on
the deployment of three shared fields of competence: synthesis of specific
powders/physicochemical and multiscale approach of sintering/relationships
microstructure-properties of use. The global scientific process builds on three
major strategic pillars: the fabrication of model materials, the modeling and
simulation of sintering and of the properties of materials in conditions of use,
and the development of specific characterizations of materials during their
production and in operating.
Application fields: energy; optics and electronics; implantable medical devices.

1_ Thermomechanical modeling using
discrete element methods
2_ Microscopic observation
of cell adhesion
3_ Set-up for powders and
hydroxyapatite syntheses
4_ Mechanical characterizations
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE
MATERIALS

THERMOMECHANIC
OF CERAMIC
MATERIALS

----Synthesis
of nanostructured/
functionalized
non-oxide systems
----Ceramics
with complex
architectures
----Numerical multiscale
and multiphysics
modeling
of sintering

----Development of
characterizations
of high temperature
behaviors
----Integration of an increasing
complexity in the study of
model materials
----Multiscale thermomechanical
modeling effects
associated to
the sintering microstructure

BIOCERAMICS
----Development of a new
generation of bioceramics
for bone tissue engineering
----Strengthening
of the capacity
of understanding
the phenomena
at the material/
living tissue interface
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Equipment
The IRCER benefits of a wide platform of state of the art
equipment operated by highly qualified engineers and
technicians. This platform is called CARMALIM (CARactérisation
des MAtériaux de LIMoges). It is dedicated to the physical and
chemical characterization of materials. CARMALIM is unique
in Europe in its field and it attracts also external users from
technology transfer centers or private companies. It is organized
into 6 divisions:

MICROSCOPY
Electron scanning
• Philips XL30
• Jeol IT 300 LV
• Jeol 7400F
• FEI quanta 450 FEG
Electron transmission
• Jeol 2010
• Jeol 2100F
Near field
• AFM 5500LS Agilent
• AFM 5100 Agilent
- Interferometers
X-RAY DIFFRACTION
Diffractometers
• Bruker D8 Advance
Serie II
• Bruker D8 Advance
Da Vinci

THERMAL, CHEMICAL
AND MORPHOLOGICAL
ANALYSES

SPECTROSCOPY
AND OPTICS

Fluorimeters
Dilatometry - Diffusivity • Varian Cary Eclipse
• TMA Setsys Evo
• Horiba Fluorolog 3
• Netzsch DIL 402 C
Photometer
• Expert System Misura 3 • Cary 5000
• Netzsch LFA 447/247
Raman
ATG-ATD-DSC
• T64000 Jolin Yvon
• Netzsch STA
• InVia Reflex Renishaw
409/449F3
• RXN1 785 Kaiser
• Sétaram Labsys/Setsys
FTIR
• TA SDT Q600/Q1000
• Spectrum one Perkin
Morphology - Chemistry Elmer
• Micromeritics 3 Flex
• Nicolet 6700
• ASAP 2020
Thermofisher
• Accupyc 1340
• Granulo Horiba LA950 XPS
• ICP OES Optima 8300 • Axis Ultra DLD Kratos
Ellipsometer
• C-H-O-N analyzer
• Uvisel Horiba
• Horiba EMIA – EMGA

THERMAL
TREATMENTS
– MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES
Thermal treatments
• Natural sintering
• Sintering HP - SPS
• Hot Isostatic Pressing
Thermomechanical
properties
• Micro / macro hardness
• Bending-compression
• Creep
• Toughness
• Ultrasound echography
• Acoustic emission

SUSPENSIONS
Rheology
• TA Inst AR G2
• TA Inst AR 1500ex
• TA Inst HR2
• Carrimed CSL 100
• Anton Paar Rheolab QC
• Thermo Haake Mars 3
• Göttfert capillary
Suspensions
• Zetasizer Malvern
Nano ZS
• AcoustoSizer HS
Colloidal Dynamics
• Turbiscan

Specific set-up
• 4 Circles Kappa CCD
• Bruker D8 Discover
• Total scattering
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Ceramics
Shaping processes
Additive manufacturing
Plasma and laser processes
Plasma diagnostics and simulations
Coatings and surface treatments
Powder synthesis
Functionalization
Materials chemistry
Solid chemistry
Colloids / Suspensions
Condensed matter
Sintering
Modeling
Numerical simulation
Rheology
Thermal, mechanical, magnetic, electric, optical
properties
Controlled microstructures and architectures
Nanostructured materials
Bioceramics
ICTs
Energy
Ecomaterials
High temperatures
High performance
Innovation and industrial valorization

institute of research
for ceramics
IRCER - UMR CNRS 7315
Centre Européen de la Céramique
12 rue Atlantis - 87068 LIMOGES CEDEX
FRANCE
Phone +33 (0)5 87 50 23 03
Fax +33 (0)5 87 50 23 09
Mail : ircer@unilim.fr
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